Print template, and cut out. Fold heavyweight colored paper in half, and align bird template with beak at folded edge. Trace bird and wing, and cut out (leaving connection at beak). Using ¼-inch screw punch, make bird eyes where indicated on template. Cut small slit between tail and body to allow bird to rest on cord. Attach a wing to each bird with double-sided tape. Cut two card bases to desired size, score in middle, and fold in half. One will be used for cord; the other, as backing: On one card, cut ¼-inch slits (for cord) approximately 1½ inches from both outer edges for cord to thread through. Feed cord through slits, and cut so it bows slightly at center. Secure on back with tape. Using the slits at their tails, place the birds on the cord. Affix birds’ beaks to that card with a small amount of glue. Attach the second card base with double-sided tape.